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 What Is Nesting?
The term Nesting signifies housing and building a house. It also
possesses other meanings such as “suitable arrangement of pieces
together.” Consider pieces as indicated in the table below:

Regardless of the fact that these pieces might have cross sections with
different shapes, we suppose that they all have one type of cross
section only to make the matter more comprehensible. If we want to
estimate materials for these pieces (envisioning the fact that they all
have one cross section), the fastest solution would be to multiply the
length by the number and then calculate the total sum as the required
total length. This is done as the table below:

Suppose that cross sections of these pieces are circular rods with 25milimeter diameters. If the rods are fabricated in standard lengths
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with 6,000- or 12,000-milimeter lengths, the number of required
standard lengths calculated through a simple division would be as
follows:
Total Required (Theoretical)
Based On
Based On
L=6 m
L=12 m
73.35
36.67

Since 0.35 six-meter standard length or 0.67 twelve-meter one
signifies nothing in rod fabrication and all standard lengths are
fabricated similarly as six-meter or twelve-meter, we have to
purchase 74 six-meter standard lengths or 37 twelve-meter ones to
supply materials and not to encounter lack of them theoretically. The
main question, however, is this:
“Will not we encounter lack of these materials if we supply them?”

-
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The answer is “No.” Because:
First: cutting space is not taken into account in estimating the
materials above.
Second: Unauthorized state of pieces in fabricating two- or three-part
pieces are neglected. In other words, we have unconsciously
supposed that pieces can be fabricated as more than one part and
that their integrity is not necessary. Considering these two terms, the
estimation above cannot be valid. In that case:
Do we need some six- or twelve-meter standard lengths so as to claim
confidentially that we will not encounter lack of materials?
What sort of combination should we place in each standard length in
order to encounter the least waste?
What combination of pieces should we place in each standard length
in order to require the least …?
Providing responses for the three questions above is called “Nesting.”
Nesting can be summarized as:
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Arrangement of similar pieces (regarding thickness, and … area)
together, adhering to the least primary materials, and waste
If the objective in each arrangement and estimation is following the
principles and rules of Nesting, the response will be yielded easily;
particularly if there are considerable number and variety of pieces. In
this case, the use of a software is inevitable.
Nesting can have the following forms:
 One-Dimensional Nesting
We require one-dimensional Nesting when the authenticity of the
pieces limits to their material and cross section. This situation
resembles the time when we want to estimate the materials for a
metal construct project or a Piping one. In this case, equal pieces in
both size (with regard to cross section) and material can be placed by
one another.
 Two-Dimensional Nesting
We require two-dimensional Nesting when the authenticity of the
pieces includes their material and thickness. The pieces’ direction
gains significance in two-dimensional Nesting, as well, and we cannot
place each piece along with the main plate’s length or width. Twodimensional Nesting is applicable to sewing industries, printing, glass
industries, cabinet industries, metal industries, and any other activity
which requires any form of superficial layout. Since any sort of
inaccurate or non-optimized combination can cause material waste in
two dimensions, the importance of achieving the best layout in
Nesting increases.
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 Three-Dimensional Nesting
Sometimes the primary value of materials and sometimes side
expenses in three-dimensional Nesting result in considering Nesting.
In jewelry industries, military industries with special materials or
sculpture industries which require costly primary materials, for
instance, including three-dimensional Nesting is of high significance.
Three-dimensional Nesting also matters in packaging and transporting
industries, where the value of the pieces themselves is not taken into
account and the objective is to reduce the cost of shipment through
considering the best layout and thus using the most space available.
We return back to the table at the outset of the discussion. What is
the best layout according to Nesting principles? There is no doubt that
we cannot reach the best layout relying merely on ordinary
calculations, considering the number and variety of pieces; rather, we
definitely require a software. History of Nesting as a scientific issue
dates back to late 18th century B.C. In line with computer
development, various soft wares have been created in that respect
through the course of recent years. Searching online, you will get
access to a considerable list of these software. The answer to the first
problem will be provided by one of these soft wares as shown below:
Total Required (Nesting)
Based On
Based On
L=6 m
L=12 m
77
38

As you can see, the precise answer to even this simple and onedimensional problem will be different from what we have estimated
theoretically, and we will surely encounter lack of materials if applying
the theoretically estimated amounts. This issue will gain more
significance when it comes to two-dimensional problems. The answer
to the question whose data was presented at the beginning of the
discussion is as follows:
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Material
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20
Rod 20

Size Qty Off Details [PartLength x Qty]
12000 1
0
992x10 941x2
12000 5
0
941x12 574x1
12000 1
0
941x8 739x5 574x1
12000 2
0
739x16
12000 1
0
739x3 704x13 461x1
12000 2
0
704x16 539x1
12000 1
0
704x5 693x11 664x1
12000 1
0
693x4 664x13 407x1
12000 3
0
664x17 508x1
12000 2 228
644x18
12000 1
0
644x4 574x16
12000 1
0
574x20 297x1
12000 1
0
574x13 539x8
12000 2
0
539x21 461x1
12000 1
0
539x3 508x19 461x1
12000 2
0
508x23
12000 1 104
508x17 505x6
12000 1 155
505x23
12000 1 172
505x6 504x17
12000 1 178
504x23
12000 1 225
461x25
12000 1 294
461x16 407x10
12000 2
0
407x28 297x1
12000 1
0
407x8 297x28
12000 1
0
297x39
12000 1 5860
297x20

In this table, pay attention to the amounts in off column which
indicate the remaining and usable extra materials from each standard
length. Prior to anything else, these numbers imply that the
combination of pieces to be aligned is selected by the software in such
a way that by the end of the process no extra material would remain
from a twelve-meter standard length! This is the most important
priority of Nesting software. A subject whose unperformability in
absence of the software might be unquestionably confirmed.
Two-dimensional Nesting problems are even more intriguing! Keep in
mind that in addition to the pieces’ material and thicknesses, the
direction of their alignment plays a role as a serious restriction in the
problem, as well. Take the following pieces into consideration to enter
two-dimensional Nesting discourse:
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These pieces are classified as below with regard to their material and
thickness:

These pieces are all rectangular in shape. Suppose that we have other
pieces as the figure below, as well:
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These pieces, too, are placed in that group regarding their material
and thickness but are shaped like a ring. Consider other pieces which
are disk-shaped and whose data is given in the table below:

Some of these pieces must be only placed on the length of the main
plate (before which the word “No” is written in Rotation column in
the first table. This means that we are not allowed to rotate them
while setting the layout and applying Nesting principles). Imagine that
the dimensions of existing and available raw materials for setting the
layout and specifying the number of raw plates are 6,000 x 1,500
millimeters. The length of none of the pieces including the word “No”
in the Rotation column in the first table is smaller than the present
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width (1,500 millimeters). As a result, excluding the word “No,” even,
does have no effect in the problem solution. However:
Row 9 which is distinguished as green has a piece length of 1,200
millimeters. Therefore, there is the possibility of placing its length on
the raw plates’ width; this task, nevertheless, is forbidden by the
problem. This issue (no rotation allowed) is the most critical
restriction in solving two-dimensional Nesting problems. Overlooking
these topics, unraveling two-dimensional problems will not differ
qualitatively from one-dimensional Nesting problems. To simulate a
two-dimensional Nesting problem, the question will be as follows:
There are 190 pieces shaped as rectangle, ring, and disk comprised of
three materials with each material comprising three thicknesses. The
net weight of these pieces is approximately 38 tons. Adhering to
Nesting principles, under what combination of existing materials in
tables 1 to 3 can we reach the least raw materials required?
Reminding the fact that:
The weight for primary materials must be minimized.
This layout must be achieved through the least cuts.
The least waste must be generated.
The fact of the matter is that even if the number of pieces is less than
190, setting such a layout without the aid of the software is a dire and
to some extent personalized task. By utilizing Nesting soft wares,
however, not only can you increase the speed of the project and thus
disregard the number of pieces, but you can also calculate with high
accuracy. Unraveling this problem through the software bears the
following results:
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55 sheets of raw plates with features inserted in the previous table
are required to organize all the pieces defined in the three tables
above. You can see the layout of several sheets in the following figures
to gain mastery over this accomplishment.

Fig. 19-1 – (Graphic Results of a Two-Dimensional Nesting)
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Nesting tool serves as one of the most powerful assets and the
strength point of PVManage software. By the use of this tool, the
following phrase can be brought up as the motto and statement
claimed by creators of PVManage software:
From Data Sheet to Cut ting Plan with Just a Few Clicks!

Fig. 19-2 – (Nesting Menu)

As mentioned earlier, Nesting can be run as one- or two-dimensional.
These two capabilities are designed as independent from one
another.
In estimating materials for pressured vessels (which is the focal point
of PVManage software), one-dimensional Nesting is employed to
organize Spacer, Standard Profile, Pipe, and Tie Rod, while twodimensional Nesting is employed to organize different sorts of project
plates in various shapes.
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 Familiarizing with One-Dimensional Nesting Tools
You can run one-dimensional Nesting for a project or a group based
on the definitions given on them. Pieces that are relevant to run onedimensional Nesting in the software include Spacer, Profile, Pipe, Tie
Rid, and Ladder & Platform. Suppose that we want to prepare a
Nesting report on pipes of ABS Rubber Plant project. Click on Pipe icon
after selecting the project.

Fig. 19-3 – (How to Run One-Dimensional Nesting)

The software will first identify all the pieces that are Pipe-type and
belong to the mentioned project. It, then, reports the pieces if their
length is larger than the pipe’s longest producible length (i.e. 12
meters) and asks you to correct their length or let the program divide
them into smaller pieces on your behalf. There are several ways to
entering data for “Plus” (Software for providing Nesting &
Optimization) that we use “CSV” method.
CSV is present for "Comma Separated Values" and means the
separated data by virgule or "Comma Delimited".
In PVManage after select the CSV method, two separated files to be
provided. One of them includes the parts and another includes stocks.
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Fig. 19-4 – (CSV File Saving Path)

After that providind the best cutting plan (Optimized Arrangement)
will be in your reach by running the “Plus”.
At the first step click on Stock taband select Import Data from CSV File.

Fig. 19-5 – (Stock page in Plus Software)
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For loading the file it’s mandatory to select proper file.

Fig. 19-6 – (Selecting the CSV file for Stock In 1-Dimensional Software)

By the way we prepared a list from available variations of Size, Th’k,
Length and material of the pipes in the project. After that select as the
following:

Fig. 19-7 – (Final Step on CSV Loading)
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The result will be as the following:
In the first row, you can find a stock named S_33 with 2,900 mm in
length and (6” – Sch40 – SA-53) that mentioned in material field.
The data in second row is about a costomer’s stock (to be explane
later).
Description is the same for the rest of rows.

Fig. 19-8 – (Stock Detail for Plus-1D)

The same procedure to be follow for Parts by select the proper CSV
file. Finaly you can find result as the following figure.
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Fig. 19-9 – (Part Detail for Plus-1D)

Now we are ready to prepare the best configuration for parts and get
the optimized patern.
The most important reports of Plus software are as following:
 Summary of Optimization Results
In this table, you will be furnished with general information on project
features, the number of required pieces, the number of substituted
pieces, the number of required standard lengths, and the number of
evaluated patterns for cutting,

Fig. 19-10 – (Table of Project General Information in One-Dimensional Nesting Report)
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 Summary of Layouts
This table presents general information on each standard length
together with its amount used and the remaining part.

Fig. 19-11 – (Table of Information on Each Standard Length of Raw Materials in
One-Dimensional Nesting Report)

 Stock Details
This table presents compact information on the required standard
lengths. In fact, this table serves as your shopping list.

Fig. 19-12 – (Table of General Information on Raw Materials in One-Dimensional Nesting
Report)
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 Part Details
This table presents information on the required pieces with regard to
their dimensions, number, name, and the number of substitutions. In
fact, this report states what you had wanted.

Fig. 19-13 – (Table of Dimensional Information on the Required Pieces in OneDimensional Nesting Report)

It is necessary to note regarding this table that in case the software
has been responsible for cutting pieces larger than the standard
length and it has done that using System Solving, the number of each
item’s subsidiary pieces has been put in brackets [ ].
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 Layout Details
This table states each layout’s information independently and serves
as your cutting plan. An independent report is prepared for each
standard length and the piece cutting process can be done by the aid
of that.

Fig. 19-14 – (Table of Each Standard Length of Raw Materials’ Layout in OneDimensional Nesting Report)

For instance, the report above mentions that there are 34 cutting
layouts in Nesting operations of the project pipes in whose 12 th layout
(with L=6000 mm), there are included two pieces of 24” Sch.20 with
material SA-106 Gr.B.6 and L=2400 mm as temporary related to Item
80-D-4802 as well as one part with 1180 mm as off-cut.
The cutting space for each cut has been ten millimeters, which is
stated as Loss per Cut in Summary of Optimization Results table.
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 Offcut/Drops List
This table includes all the extra pieces which might come in handy (be
used) in future.

Fig. 19-15 – (Table of General Information on Waste in One-Dimensional Nesting
Report)
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 What Is the Most Important Achievement of Nesting?
One of the important achievements of Nesting reports is statistical
data on the status of consumed items in the project in a way that we
can carry out the allowed substitutions by viewing the needs and the
extra materials, and prevent dissipation of primary materials,
purchase variety, and the cost of maintaining the extra materials. To
begin this discussion, first look at an example of pipe-related Nesting
report in the figure below.

Fig. 19-16 – (Example of Pipe-Related Nesting Report)

The first record of this project deals with the amount of the required
pipe as large as 1 ½ inches with Sch. 160 and SA-160 Gr.B material.
According to the statistics produced and reported by the software in
Part W (Kg) column, the noted project requires 1 kilogram of pipe with
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aforementioned features. However, since standard pipes are
manufactured in the market in six- and twelve-meter lengths, we
must order a six-meter standard length as heavy as 43.5 kilograms. In
this case, 42.4 kilograms of this pipe will remain as extra which is not
currently usable. The second record of the project (green row) deals
with the amount of the required pipe as large as 1 ½ inches with
Sch.80 and SA-106 Gr.B material. There is no doubt that substituting
this pipe for Sch.160 is technically approved because in case there is
any substitution, the pipe’s size and material will remain unchanged
and the use of higher thickness under these circumstances will be
permitted. In this case, besides using the extra part of the first record,
there will be no need to order the second record. A glance at Nesting
report’s results reveals that we can identify the usable extra parts as
substitute and use the extra parts instead of ordering various items.
The report will be provided to you in an organized form. Thus,
identifying the substitutable items will be a fairly easy task. On that
account, you are to correct the piece registered in the software as
Sch.80 with Sch.160 so as to get a result similar to the next figure.
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Fig. 19-17 – (Nesting Report after Using Extra Items)

 Familiarizing with Two-Dimensional Nesting Tools
All the pieces produced in the software can be subject to running twodimensional Nesting based upon your choice. Suppose that we want
to provide two-dimensional Nesting for all pieces of ABS Rubber Plant
project which are made of plate. Therefore, mark all two-dimensional
Nesting’s options following project selection and finally click on Run.

Fig. 19-18 – (How to Run a Two-Dimensional Nesting)

The philosophy behind working with two-dimensional Nesting and its
running procedure does not differ qualitatively from one-dimensional
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Nesting, and if familiarized with this subject matter, you can easily
analyze its results.
In practice, we encounter pieces in these shapes:
-

Rectangle including any plate piece requiring rolling or not, such as:
Shell, Nozzle from Plate, Skirt, Name Plate Bracket, . . .
Complete circle consisting of developed pieces for constructing Head,
Baffle, or Support Plate
Complete ring consisting of Shell, Nozzle Reinforce Pad, Skirt Top or
Bottom Ring, Stiffener Plate, . . .
Shaped pieces including any piece which might be required in
constructing pressured equipment
Head’s required pieces including Head’s constituent pieces
independently
It is quite sensible to seek organization of all required pieces when
preparing cutting plan and consider material estimation for all of
them. It is, however, predicted in the software that the user have the
chance to prepare cutting plan and estimate materials for the groups
mentioned above independently. You may, as a case in point, intend
to estimate required plates independently to construct the project’s
Heads.
Pieces that you take into account to present to two-dimensional
Nesting must be smaller or equal to the standard plate’s dimensions.
Or, you must introduce to the software the plate which is capacious
enough to … that piece when defining the main plates (whose layout
is set). Otherwise, your piece will not be organized in the cutting plans,
and will be reported as Remaining Parts piece.
The software will first identify all the pieces which belong to the
aforementioned project, are plate-type, and whose Nesting request is
marked; it, then, transfers your data to the server to run the two-
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dimensional Nesting. Informing stages along with icon behaviors of
two-dimensional Nesting are precisely similar to one-dimensional
Nesting.
Once Nesting is run, not only are two-dimensional icons released, but
general report of required plates will be also at your disposal by
clicking on Summary icon.

Fig. 19-19 – (A Compact Report of Run Two-Dimensional Nesting)

All the issues clarified on one-dimensional Nesting are applicable in
this section, too, and will be provided to you by clicking on the
respective icon.
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Fig. 19-20 – (Especial Setting of Run Two-Dimensional Nesting)

 Summary of Optimization Results
This table presents general information on the project features, the
number of required pieces, the number of organized pieces, the
number of required plates, the cutting space considered for cutting,
the number of evaluated patterns for cutting...
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Fig. 19-21 – (Table of Project General Information in Two-Dimensional Nesting
Report)

 Part Details
This table presents information on the required pieces with regard to
their dimensional, number, name, and the number of layouts. In fact,
this report tells you what you had wanted.

Fig. 19-22 – (Table of Dimensional Information on the Required Pieces in TwoDimensional Nesting Report)
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 Summary of Layouts
This table presents general information on each plate coupled with
the used as well as the remaining amounts.

Fig. 19-23 – (Table of Information on Raw Materials’ Each Plate in TwoDimensional Nesting Report)
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 Parts Summary Table
This table presents general information on all pieces together with the
number of the required pieces as well as the number of layouts and
their weight and area.

Fig. 19-24 – (Table of Dimensional Information on Pieces in Two-Dimensional
Nesting Report)

 Remaining Parts Summary Table
This table presents general information on all remaining pieces which
have not been organizable due to lack of required plates or their larger
size than raw plates.

Fig.19-25 – (Table of Dimensional Information on the Remaining Pieces in TwoDimensional Nesting Report)
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 Stock Used Details
This table presents compact information on the required plates. In
fact, this table is serves as your shopping list.

Fig. 19-26 – (Table of General Information on Raw Materials in Two-Dimensional
Nesting Report)
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 Offcut Detail
This table includes all the extra pieces which might be used in future.

Fig. 19-27 – (Table of General Information on Wastes in Two-Dimensional Nesting
Report)
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 Parts Cut List
This table includes the address of required pieces in raw plates. Of the
piece in the second row of this table, for example, three have been
required, one of which is embodied in card number 38 and two of
which in card number 36.

Fig. 19-28 – (Table of Dimensional Information and Pieces’ Address in TwoDimensional Nesting Report)
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 Layout Details
This table shows information on each layout independently and is, in
fact, your cutting plan. One independent report is prepared for each
sheet and the course of cutting pieces can be done by the use of them.

Fig. 19-29 – (Table of Each Sheet of Raw Material’s Layout in Two-Dimensional
Nesting Report)

The report above shows that there are, for instance, 49 patterns in
two-dimensional Nesting operation of project plates, in whose
pattern number 23, 72 plate pieces are organized, holding the
features mentioned in the table. This plate is of SA-285 Gr.C material
and is 20 millimeters thick.
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 Material Usage Summary
This table shows statistical information of all plates used in the
project.

Fig. 19-30 – (Table of Statistical Information of Used Plates in Two-Dimensional
Nesting Report)

 DXF Reports
Since plate cutting is usually done with CNC equipment, twodimensional Nesting output also encompasses cutting files with Dxf
format. In other words, one AutoCad file is provided to you per cutting
plan, which includes table of pieces’ complete features. One of the
important reasons behind resisting permanent data changes (or even
temporary ones) is the complexity and time-consuming state of
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effects that these changes exert on our estimation process. The
ultimate goal in using Nesting is getting access to material purchase
list so as to evaluate the minimum required materials of the project
highly accurately, precisely, and as quickly as possible. Considering the
fact that project data are constantly subject to change, completion,
and correction, possessing a powerful and brisk tool which can
continuously monitor this process and guarantee this path’s
renovation is not only reassuring but enjoyable, as well! Do not worry
about any change or correction occurring to the project process as
long as you have this tool; rather, welcome it since a number of clicks
are required for rendering it up-to-date! The best cutting patterns are
consistently at your disposal in Nesting process. The best patterns are
a combination of the minimum primary materials, the minimum
waste, and the minimum cutting expense. Making use of its results,
thus, accelerates and economizes your project definitely.

 Familiarizing with Custom Stock

Custom Stock is a site (place) to insert data of pieces provided to you,
which you intend to use in your project. These pieces’ Custom are
remained from previous projects, have non-standard dimensions, or
are pieces with peculiar dimensions. If, under any circumstances, you
have raw materials with special dimensions and which you intend to
use in your project, you have to save its data in this menu. Saving
these pieces’ data in the program does not signify a definite use of
them by the program, because the software consistently sets up the
best layout as regards Nesting (whether one- or two-dimensional)
which does not necessarily encompass pieces defined by the user.
Inserting data in this menu serves as defining a virtual storage room
so that in case the software can use pieces of this room, adhering to
Nesting principles (which are necessarily set in standard dimensions),
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ordering new primary materials would be avoided. Moreover, you
necessarily must introduce the required material to the program if
you have considered pieces with peculiar dimensions due to technical
reasons (courses with 3,000-millimeter widths, for example). This
menu is utilized data insertion of these pieces, as well.
Remember that according to one of Nesting principles implying a
reduction of waste, the software will not forget to use a piece in the
storage room which is usable in the project! Working with Custom
Stock menu is not complicated by any means. Clicking on the
respective icon, data insertion menu is activated.

Fig. 19-31 – (Custom Stock Data Insertion Menu)

In this menu, there is one page per the six groups for which Nesting is
prepared for inserting special pieces’ data whose structures
correspond. Focus on Plate Stock page, as a case in point. In addition
to inserting dimensional data of the intended pieces on this page, you
are to specify the piece’s ownership, as well; that is to say, you are to
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specify that in which project or group’s Nesting preparation this very
special piece be used. As can be seen in the figure, each record
contains three columns of number-related data. The number of pieces
the user has entered as … is inserted in Stock QTY column. The number
of pieces used so far is inserted in Stock Used column. The number of
pieces to be used in the new Nesting stage is inserted in Stock
Available column.
Remember that while running Nesting, the number inserted in this
column will be consistently used.
For example, if we have five 800-millimeter pipe pieces in the
software’s virtual storage room, run Nesting for pipe once, and the
software uses three of them, only the two remaining pieces will be
given part in the following Nesting process.
Thus, it is strongly recommended that in case you are running a trial
Nesting, or you have not run the final stage of Nesting yet, constantly
restore the existing number to its original state using Stocks Reset key
prior to running Nesting so that the program can include the
maximum number of existing pieces in Nesting process.
Considering the fact that 20 millimeters per each dimension are
included as grinding space in two-dimensional Nesting, it is
recommended to enter the dimensions for your plate pieces with a
20-millimeter extra space.
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